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Language: English . Brand New Book. Consider the following paradox: As the leaders of both of the
main British political parties subscribed to the neoconservative doctrine on Iraq, everybody else in
the birthplace of parliamentary democracy was effectively disenfranchised. Yet one of the
rationales supporting the deployment of UK forces in Iraq was the wish to export democracy to the
Middle East. The Emperor would appear to have mislaid his clothes (see Gordon Graham s Case
Against the Democratic State). Judging from the lack of ministerial resignations in the wake of the
Butler enquiry, Britain is no longer a parliamentary democracy. The classical doctrine of joint and
several ministerial responsibility is revealed to be a fiction, and Lord Hailsham s verdict of elective
dictatorship is a better assessment of the British constitution. By contrast unelected bodies like the
BBC are now far more accountable for their actions. The reason of this paradox is the monopoly
power of the ruling party, controlled by the Prime Minister. The UK political party started off as a
loose association of like-minded MPs. However, in recent years the tail has been wagging...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e publication. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
encouraged this book to discover.
-- Destini Muller
This sort of ebook is everything and made me hunting ahead of time and more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I found out
this publication from my dad and i suggested this publication to discover.
-- Judg e Mills
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